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NEW EVIDENCE
US-GOVERNMENT TRIES TO CONTROL SCIENTOLOGY
DAVID MISCAVIGE EXPOSED AS A CIA-SOURCE
Ron predicted it.1 Some had suspected it2. Most of us could not or would not confront it
until the present time.3 Just a few documented and published it4.
The Hubbard family was pushed onto the sidelines5, the Church of Scientology was taken
over by its enemy6, the Bridge twisted7, the Tech neutered8. Auditors Certificates were
practically cancelled by the Golden Age of Tech, only a few regained them, new Auditors are
hardly made9. The Church of Scientology was made into a cult: Belief placed over
knowledge, obedience over communication, methods of intimidation prevail over ARC10,
learning by heart instead of with LRH-study tech, …
Ethics and PTS-Tech are misused to persecute Field auditors as Squirrels, to disqualify
responsible Scientologists who are wearing their KSW-hat, as being critical and to exclude
Big Beings and opinion leaders in Scientology as „suppressive persons“. Who has not
1

See the extensive quotes in FSB 20071227 Rons Prophezeiung der Übername der Scientology Kirche

2

Here Veritas speculates about the reasons for the take over of the CoS by the US-government and mentions the
massive CIA interest in OT and Scientology: http://www.sc-i-r-s-ology.pair.com/veritas/cst/cst-cia.htm - No a
bad guess, as is now revealed in this issue.
3

The most support the mainstream, swim with the stream, try not to stand out for fear, or keep their mouths shut
and thereby support the power players. This is sadly also true of Scientologists, who for fear of losing their
Bridge, watch, as the Bridge fades. Instead of writing reports, to wake others up, to wear the KSW hat, they hope
for better times and refuse their exchange for their freedom and Bridge: “Constant alertness and the willingness
to fight back.”
4

See the english website http://sc-i-r-s-ology.pair.com which details and documents without doubt the take over
of Scientology by executives of the IRS.
5

LRH
lost
control
in
December
1972
of
his
issue
lines,
see
my
article
http://english.freiescientologen.de/index.php?title=Since_when_did_the_falsification_of_LRH-Tech_really_start
in the internet. – His designated successor, Class XII and son, Quentin Hubbard was murdered in November
1976 and his wife Mary Sue Hubbard (guardian over Scientology, head of the Guardian Office) was put in house
arrest since 1977.
6

The whole structure of the church was heavily centralized in the end of the 70’s, so that the former Scientology
network could be controlled from one single point: from the government controlled CST (also known under the
alias „L. Ron Hubbard Library“). Thousands of old timers, international executives, top auditors, who opposed
the alter-is of tech, were declared SPs which insured that “members in good standing” could no longer look to
them for information, which is what happened.
7

see FSB 20020118R Brückenveränderungen seit 1977

8

See the rest of my publications since 2000 on my website http://www.freiescientologen.de, and in the Free
Scientologists Bulletins: http://www.freiescientologen.de/fsb-sammlung.zip and especially on my new English
site: http://english.freiescientologen.de/
9

See FSB 20070824 Suppression of Class VIII - Symptom of Governmental Control.doc

10

Compare your experiences of the handling by Sea Org members or staff of public with chapter Y in the book
SCIENCE OF SURVIVAL “Method Used by Subject to Handle Others” and find out the tone level of your
organizations. Then you will know, who is controlling scientology.
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accepted that a good friend was SP declared and let them down by abandoning them. One was
willing to redefine the term SP, so that it could be applied to a clearly social personality. One
becomes in this way, a tool of the CIA take over team, as has been found out now (see
below).
Miscavige bypasses more and more lines and – although he does not have appropriate
technical or administrative training in Scientology – decides against the vote of the Snr C/S
Int (a class XII), that people with a clear attest should go quickly onto the OT-levels, even if
the lower grades are missing. A technical high crime on all these cases! In a recent report 11 a
former Sea Org Member complains, that Miscavige dismissed most of the Scientologists in
the upper three exec levels and prefers to work alone: most of the execs in RTC were
dismissed, as well as CMO Int and the Exec Strata Int, except for the ED Int. Earlier you saw
on international video events not only David Miscavige but also Mark Yager, Mark Ingber,
Guillaume Lesevre, Snr C/S Int and others. Most of them are seen now in RPF cleaning the
septic tanks. On the international videos they are not to be seen, only David Miscavige. Also
per his presentation he is working alone: the wins he is presenting, all happens under his
control: the persons who reported falsifications in LRH books and demanded corrections are
not honoured12.
Many love and worship David Miscavige. I can understand that very much, because I
belonged to this group even months after my SP-declare. He is the stable datum in
Scientology. All depends on him: for better or for worse. One simply hopes, that this mighty
person has good intentions, because otherwise we are messed up.13 He is the keeper of
Standard-Tech, the KSW-boss on earth. In all the experienced alter-is in the church, he is our
best friend, he can be reached and understands our reports. – Or was this simply letting the
fox watch the henhouse? – Even up to this year I was in doubt: What if Miscavige was only
duped and is so cleverly manipulated by the take over team, that he does not realize it and
tries to do his best. – Nice idea, but finally the truth was revealed a few days ago14:
2.619 CIA-Sources exposed by former Director of CIA
Robert Trumbull Crowley was a senior Central Intelligence Agency officer from 1948 until
the mid-1980s. He died in a Washington DC hospital on October 8, 2000.
During his tenure with the CIA, Crowley became Assistant Deputy Director for Operations
and the second-in-command of the clandestine Directorate of Operations. …
In 1996, prior to what Crowley felt might be a fatal major surgery for suspected lung cancer,
he gave a number of historical documents from his extensive personal files to an American
journalist with whom he had been working.
One of the caveats of this gift was that none of the material could be used or published until
after his death.

11

The Sea-Org-Knowledge Report was printed in the January 2008-issue of the IFA-Magazine „Free Theta“,
available at http://www.goldcenturypress.com. You find the IFA under http://internationalfreezone.net
12

Among them a lot of independent Scientologists, i.e. myself on my website and in the FSBs.

13

It seems to be so, but actually it is of course not so.

14

By a publication of a new article in internet from a „Churchie in Good Standing“: Michel Snoeck/NL:
http://www.algonet.se/~tourtel/interests/hubbard_story_of_mary_sue.html#guardianoffice
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Among the treasure trove of historical material on the genesis and operations of the influential
CIA was an alphabetical listing of CIA sources15 throughout the world.
A source is not a paid agent but an individual who can occupy a position of influence, such as
an international banker, a member of the print or television media, or a scholar or academic,
who might be in a position to influence official decisions or supply necessary support for an
official CIA position.
Other material covered a number of clandestine operations of the agency, both national and
international, from 1948 through 1978.
For instance, among papers in the Crowley archives there is an explosive signed report
concerning the underlying facts of the assassination of President John Kennedy and other
material on such controversial issues as Operation Phoenix16, the MK-ULTRA program17,
Operations Condor18 and Applepie19, and even an in-house budget for the 1996-97 fiscal
years.
In his final years, a reflective Crowley often expressed his desire to help others understand the
many historical events that he was party to, and his many friends and admirers are pleased
that his wishes are now being fulfilled.
Joseph Trento has published "The Secret History of the CIA," in which he cites papers and
interviews of Robert Crowley as sources for the book. Prima Publishing20, Random House,
New York, 2001. ISBN 0-7615-2562-9. Mr. Trento writes informatively and entertainingly of
several persons listed in The Crowley Files21.

15

Gregory Douglas published the Crowley-files first: http://www.crow96.20m.com/

16

Operation Phoenix - The Phoenix Program (Vietnamese: Chiến dịch Phượng Hoàng, a word related to
fenghuang, the Chinese phoenix) was a military, intelligence, and internal security program designed by the
United States Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and coordinated with the Republic of Vietnam's (South
Vietnam) security apparatus during the Vietnam War. It was in operation between 1967 and 1972, but similar
efforts existed both before and after this. The program was designed to identify and "neutralize" (via infiltration,
capture, or assassination) the civilian infrastructure supporting the National Front for the Liberation of South
Vietnam (NLF or derogatively, Viet Cong) insurgency. Per US-american data 6.000, per south-vietnamese
sources 20.000 people were killed and a lot of human rights violations occured.
17

Project MKULTRA, or MK-ULTRA, was the code name for a CIA mind-control research program that
began in 1950, run by the Office of Scientific Intelligence. There is much published evidence that the project
involved the use of many types of drugs to manipulate individual mental states and to alter brain function.
18

Operation Condor was a campaign of political repression involving assassination and intelligence operations
officially implemented in 1975 by the right-wing dictatorships of the Southern Cone of South America. The
program aimed to deter left-wing influence and ideas and to control active or potential opposition movements
against the usually conservative governments. Due to its clandestine nature, the precise number of deaths directly
attributable to Operation Condor will likely never be known, but it is reported to have caused thousands of
victims, possibly even more.
19

“… Information on Müller and his ex-Gestapo associates who came to the United States after the end of the
war can be found in US National Archive files. “Operation Applepie” was a joint American-British intelligence
project to use former members of the Gestapo and SD. Still classified (for obvious reasons) Top Secret“ - http://
www.tbrnews.org/Archives/a1282.htm
20

http://www.primaforum.com/

21

From Webseite http://cryptome.org/cia-2619.htm this shows the source of the data.
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And in exactly this list of 2.619 CIA-sources, which can be read by everyone, are among
others these two entries22:
Jentsch, Heber
90028
Miscavige, David
90028

6331 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles, CA
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles, CA

You may object, that something is wrong, because our president of the Church of
Scientology is spelled Heber Jentzsch and I noted this D.M.-address: Mr. Captain David
Miscavige, Chairman of the Board Religious Technology Center, 1710 Ivar Avenue, Suite
1100, Los Angeles, California 90028, USA. – But as I found out on my journey through
California this year: the RTC building is exactly on the corner Ivar Avenue / Hollywood
Boulevard! – So the identity of these two entries with the leaders of Scientology is
without doubt.
One may further object, that this list is an unconfirmed rumour. But you can not seriously
expect the CIA to confirm the authenticity of this list. Instead they tried to suppress it, which
is impossible in the internet age. How much further credibility does such a CIA-list need,
when it is published by the vice director of CIA clandestine operations at the end of his life, in
an attempt to get some relief from his sins?! He can not be punished for this, nor does he gain
any materialistic advantage after his death.
One could of course take into account, that this disclosure of CIA-agents is a direct
misinformation in the interest of the CIA. But this is very unlikely due to these two reasons:
1. It is not a listing of merely a few names, to discredit some specific movement. I
would not have given credit to the disclosure of D.M. and Jentzsch as CIA-men,
when only a short list of “CIA agents in the leadership of Scientology” had been
published. It would be too obviously the intention of D.M.-enemies to set this up.
But a list of more than two and a half thousand CIA-men can not be a welldirected disinformation plan. Such a list causes too many problems in too many
different areas. And too many people with such a false indication would be able
to refute this list. So some British agents protested against the publication of their
names on this list23, not because they never cooperated with the CIA, but because
their loyalty to the British MI5 and MI624 was put in question!
2. The list is not a separate thing, but was published together with a “treasure trove
of historical material” revealing the crimes of the CIA25. – These revelations are
so painful for the CIA, that since then drastic reforms have been made. Thus one
can exclude the possibility of home made revelations: there is too much material
at once. This is more the lifetime confession of an over seventy-years old ex CIAexec, who got qualms and searched for relief.
One can safely presume, that this list is valid. It contains key persons from different
areas, which the CIA wants to control and who knowingly cooperate with the CIA. Not
necessarily paid by the CIA, but it is much more clever, to use the resources of Scientology to
22

I haven’t read the whole list, perhaps some further „Scientologists“ will be found!

23

See http://cryptome.org/cia-2619-rc.htm

24

MI5 & MI6 are the British Internal- and External-Intelligence.

25

See above mentions assassination of President John F. Kennedy, Operation Phoenix, MK-ULTRA, Operation
Condor and Applepie.
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pay for the take over team. For this reason, CST was established, which controls billions in
Scientology money and is controlled by no one. Not even the IRS.
Please don’t believe, that CIA-Agents are working in „one-man-shows“ like the 007films suggest. Actually they put in as many people as are necessary to get such an
organization like Scientology under their control. I estimate that thousands of CIA agents
sneaked into Scientology, to occupy all important posts of the church and bring it under
control. Since the fall of the wall between eastern and western Germany we gained insight
into the documents and practices of the Stasi – the eastern German secret service. The Stasi
sent into democratic movements like the Christian peace movement in the eastern part of
Germany so many agents, that they had the majority of the members, to keep the movement
down. Ron put our attention on this situation in his remarkable HCOPL 1. Sept. 1969 COUNTER
ESPIONAGE where he implemented a project for defense. Of course this policy is disregarded
today, although it still can be found in OEC-Volume 7 on page 1033 (alterised but not
revised). Further more there were two good books available in the org bookstores, which were
quickly suppressed again: Both by Omar Garrison „The hidden Story of Scientology – The
first full length presentation of the Case for Scientology by a distinguished writer who is a
Non-Scientologist“26 and „Playing Dirty – The secret war against beliefs“27. – I assume, that
in the case of Scientology it is worse than the practice of Stasi to ensure, that they have the
majority. In the face of the explosive nature of the subject OT (see the publications on remote
viewing, another name for exterior with full perceptions, with the ex-Scientologists and OTs
Ingo Swann28 and Hal Puthoff29) every secret service would want to be involved in the subject
and do not want to leave the CIA alone with the tech. Therefore it looks in the Scientology
scene (church as well as free zone) similar to the neo nazi movement in Germany: all the key
positions are occupied by the big players of the intelligence community: the German Office
for Constitutional Affairs, MI6, CIA, FSB30, Mossad31. So that “honest german Nazis” have
no space left among the Neo-Nazis32.
This came to view a few years ago when there was a failed attempt for an „NPD-Verbot“
(to illegalize the National Party Germany) by the Federal Constitutional Court33.
Today the politicians are in agreement that an attempt to illegalize Scientology will fail
and should therefore not risked. For the same reasons?! Would this attempt reveal the amount
of intelligence intrusion? That would not be in the interest of the critics of Scientology.
But the take over plan is not any more just the suppression of Scientology. This goal was
made sure in the 70es. Later the international intelligence community is interested in the psitech, the possibility for remote-viewing, to look into the enemies secrets, the possibility to
26

1st US-Edition August 1974, ISBN 0-8065-0440-4, Citadel Press. N.J.

27

Publisher Ralston Pilot, Inc. – Los Angeles. ISBN 0-931116-04-X. This book describes several plants in
Scientology by US-agents, which were revealed.
28

See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ingo_Swann

29

See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hal_Puthoff

30

The russian KGB-Successor: Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation (FSB)

31

Aggressive Israeli secret service: Extensively infiltrated by the CIA.

32

The interest of the intelligence community of several countries in the German Neo Nazis is in this: In case they
need a new renaissance of aggressive anti-semitic or nationalistic activities they do it themselves, to keep the
concept of the German enemy in the international public alive and to suppress Germany. So again and again the
German tax payers and German companies had to pay billions to “the jews”. A lucrative game.
33

See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Democratic_Party_of_Germany#The_2003_banning_attempt
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influence people telepathically, in different OT-abilities. They want to join in. The OT Ingo
Swann (old Bridge beginning 70’s) wrote in his noteworthy books34 about these abilities and
the dynamite for the intelligence guys, for whom he worked for years and was well paid. Here
very different groups are trying to seize Scientology in Germany: There are doctors of the
Germany psychiatry35, Freemasons36, agents of the German VS, representatives of the
pharmacy industry, the CIA (who via Int-Management and especially OSA Int controls
everything) and part-time agents of the critics. All so that OSA can have a win, presenting one
or the other plant revealed as their product and who give the mass media some new “secret
plan of Scientology”. In public live TV-shows on Scientology you see the Scientologyenemies of both camps (critics as well as CoS-PR guys) playing with words and one wonders,
why no one is there to defend Scientology in an effective way.
Miscavige isolates himself, as he tries to play as the only one (“one against the rest”),
which he can not win. When he degrades all the power persons in RTC, CMO Int and Int
Management including most of the Class XIIs37 and will not let them not play the game, then
there will only be one game left: to go get him. Perhaps this is his plan to gain his well earned
retirement. He will be demoted and removed by CMO Int & others and can enjoy his millions
of dollars and the “Scientology members in good standing” will trust their new management,
which cleared up the revealed corruption. This is plan B for the inevitable case, that someone
publishes the already revealed CIA-affiliation of Miscavige and Jentzsch also among
Scientologists. D.M. will be sacrificed (who will enjoy his twilight well off) and one will
present a “revolution”, which changes nothing, as long as not all the technical changes and
established executive structures (RTC, CMO Int, Snr C/S Int etc. all not per LRH!) since the
70’s are corrected.
We will experience an exciting new Year 2008: Revolution against David Miscavige and
then?“
I researched for years and found out, that the Bridge and Tech worked in the beginning
of the 70’s. In the time, when Ron existed without doubt. This tech is published in the red
volumes of the 70’s and can be rehabilitated by every auditor very easily. KSW is the
responsibility of everyone and everyone can get gains out of it.
34

i.e. in his paperback „Science Fiction“ „Star-Fire“ (only available in 2nd hand book shops) the story of an OT,
who was involved in the remote viewing program of the CIA and finally ended up in a private war against the
militarists of the world. Gives some insight into the game Ingo Swann played in the 70’s.
35

The psychs in Scientology especially want to control the activities of CCHR. Very successfully as I have
realized. The anti-Psych publications financed by IAS-fees stay in the smallest circles of Scientologists and are
rarely distributed in the public. The IAS-patrons believe, that something effective was done with their money.
What they don’t realize is, that these brochures are usually not distributed outside Scientology! An effective hit
against psychiatry would have been a publication in the internet of these brochures. Which seemed to have
happened. However, take a look at the german CCHR site: http://www.kvpm.de/ and follow the link to the
brochures. You come to http://www.oeffentliche-warnung.de/html/downloads.html and these links to the final
brochures in PDF-format don’t work! This was reported a year ago by a member of CCHR in Germany and
despite massive TR3 it was not corrected within a year! He even threatened to leave the organization! That’s the
way they cheat: Pseudo-activity: it seems as if something actively working, but this does not happen. A
camouflaged hole.
36

These put a lot of dough into their pockets by games in Scientology: They cheat other Scientologists with
business activities in brazen manners and are safeguarded by the church-policy, which inhibits Scientologists
from sueing each other. There is no need for compensation, even if the deal is recognized as a fraud and no risk
of punishment.
37

See the list of all class XIIs on the website of Class XII Pierre Ethier, where he shows, how the have been set
aside: http://www.upperbridge.org/
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This FSB perhaps contains a dark view into the reality: An amount of suppression, which
we are not used to confronting. But please remember, that the large majority of Mankind
suffers under the same suppression: They starve, live in unclear war situations and suffer from
disinformation and ideologies, which support a third party, that brings them into war with
each other. One does not need to be engaged with Scientology, to be confronted with evil
suppression, but one has to use Scientology, to be able to do something about it: first for
oneself and finally for planet earth. In case this subject overwhelms you: There is hope, as
Ron states. Ron says: The SPs can only restimulate. And this restimulation can be keyed out
or can even be erased: with a Dianetics PTS RD: when the chains are erased, you will be like
us: we can only smile about the attempts of the CIA and welcome the counter attacks. In the
worst case they can kill us dead, but we are never-say-die fellows: We come back!
The social veneer makes our situation nicer. Bread and games make our situation
bearable. But after this the omnipresent suppression is present. Sooner or later we will have to
handle them. So why not now? – And look around: everywhere are people active and hauling
them over the coals. The CIA, the top bankers, the super rich, the warmongers and Bushs, the
Rotschilds and Rockefellers. – David Miscavige is a very small member. A small one who
takes orders, a Mini-Napoleon (who was also in the end a loser). Without his Bodyguards he
doesn’t dare to go amongst Scientologists. Too much motivator hunger.
So what can you do? Inform yourself extensively about the changes of the tech since the
70’s and rehabilitate the studies, you already have completed. Then apply what you have
learned. Because a Scientologist betters his Dynamics by application of the tech. Make well
known the fact of the take over plot. The CST only seems to be in possession of the
copyrights: factually these went into public domain with the cancellation of HASI per USlaw. The legal gag, with which CST/RTC try to threaten and handle the Churches and
Scientologists, are like the shadows in catching fish on the lake of Tanganjika38. Every single
church can easily shake off RTC and CST. Their control is only a facsimile, not real power!
Seven years delivery of auditing and training (without RTC licenses) by the Freie
Scientologen happened in several countries in the open without any lawsuits or attacks by
RTC. What we can do, others can do also. Single Field Auditors as well as whole Orgs: The
Staffs and Execs just have to setup a new registered organization, without subjugation under
RTC and mother church (this did not exist in Ron’s days – look at your first statutes of the
German orgs, they were free and independent!). Under these statutes you can get new rental
agreements with the owner of Scientology buildings and can carry on the Bridge in the same
premises. Or look for a new building. You can continue to use the LRH-materials or buy new
old ones in eBay. Even if the old materials don’t shine as pretty as the new, they are original
LRH and only that counts.
A happy New Year!
Andreas Grosz
38

This is based on the LRH-story in his book Selfanalysis: “On Lake Tanganyika the natives have a very
interesting way of catching fish. There on the Equator the sun shines straight down through the clear water. The
natives take blocks of wood and string them along a long rope. They stretch this rope between two canoes and
with these abreast begin to paddle toward the shoal water. By the time they have reached the shoals, schools of
fish are piled and crowded into the rocks and onto the beach. The blocks of wood on the rope made shadows
which went all the way down to the bottom of the lake and the fish, seeing the approach of these shadows and
the apparent solid bars which they formed in the water, swam fearfully away from them and so were caught. - A
man can be driven and harassed and worked upon by aberrated people about him until he too conceives shadows
to be reality. Should he simply reach out toward them, he would discover how thin and penetratable they are. His
usual course, however, is to retreat from them and at last find himself in the shadows of bad health, broken
dreams and an utter disownment of himself and the physical universe.“
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for the
Free Scientologists
P.S.
Under this web address you can download my quoted writing and read them:
http://www.freiescientologen.de/20071231FSB.zip
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